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About This Content

Can you master the latest strategies, and take your place in the annals of galactic history?

Colony Wars is the first standalone set for the award-winning Star Realms Deckbuilding Game. It features all-new Trade Deck
cards in the factions you all know and love, and all-new abilities. Star Realms Colony Wars is fully compatible with the Star

Realms Core set, or may be played by itself.

This standalone expansion contains 120 new cards (43 unique). Use these cards in online play, versus the AI or a friend, or in
the 9th and 10th chapter of the campaign.
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Make war, not love!. I find this game lackluster. Pretty much a click fest with some basic economy attached to it. Very easy to
trick the sellers to make them like you and the vast amount of junk items makes this game very sluggish. The inventory
management should have been much much better and more user friendly.. Great game, but the mappack DLC are no longer
available from Games for Windows - Live. Do NOT purchase this product, as it is money wasted. I only put this here because
Steam does not warn consumers about this.. Love it! I enjoyed the book and the movie so I decided to get this to make a
scenario. Only complaint is all cars have the same dining car interior view. Other then that, I love the detail of the cars and the
interior view only has 1 person. This is good because I feel cars are ruined when they have multiple unrealisitc people. Now it
would be great if this developer or someone else made the locomotive to buy as well!. This is a very diffcult DLC if you are a
new player but adds some much needed additional content to what would otherwise be an overly short game. Its uneven
difficulty aside, the overall quality of this DLC content is very high. This is an integral part of Sanctum 2 and if you liked the
main game you should probably try to play this as well.. I like this game. It's a short game & fun for me switch off to.
I'd love to more chapters added. so please suport the deveoplers.
Hey Game Devs, Thanthyou for making this game!

If any plans for more chapters to add the game that would be so cool !
Try it out to see if what u think.

A tost To Dev Team!
Hoosa!
. Surprisingly not bad.

If you like the Touhou characters and Wizardrylikes, this is basically for you.
If you don't much care for Touhou but still like Wizardry, it's still got some appeal.

It's more along the lines of Elminage than a hardcore standalone series - that is, it takes the basic mechanics from the early Wiz
games and adapts them with some QoL features - and adds a bunch of hit-and-miss humor and cutesy art. The game itself plays
quite well, and while I wouldn't reccommend it for people looking for the next Grimoire, it will definitely fill a void if you've
already played through games like Unlimited Adventures, Labyrinth of Refrain and the like.

Plus the price is very reasonable.. Red Rope: Don't Fall Behind is a fantastic demonstration of how cooperative play can be
integrated into a game. In most multiplayer video games, a stronger player can support a weaker player; in "Red Rope," if both
players aren't on the same page, you're not going to get very far. This because both players are interminably linked together by a
short rope. You can't kill enemies, clear traps, or even make it to the other end of the room without careful coordination,
coordination which typically means yelling at each other.

It can be horribly frustrating. This game is not easy. But from the get go it forces you to talk to whomever you are playing with,
which is a refreshing change of pace.. [Short Review] The game is exactly what it looks like; a retro platformer with retro
graphics (look at the screeshots) and retro soundtrack. The game itself is very solid and physics are well built but what really
makes this game worth to be in your library is how challenging it is; just like those old school platformers where you may die
once and once again and then get a ragequit (5 minutes break) and then come back to try it again.

Pros:
-It's a real challenge.
-Nice retro graphics.
-You touch a spike, you lose the oxygen and then you die lol.
-It's cheap.

Cons:
-Forget about it if you have no patience.
-Enjoyable for old platformers lovers, other public may find it boring.

Recommended (8\/10)
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This is a easy game. But thats ok because its also really well polished and has amazing music. If you don't mind the lack of
challenge its a lot of fun
. A very interesting 8-bit game. The soundtrack in this game is actually real nice, and gameplay is really quirky. Lack of tutorial
options or even a general idea of what to do next makes the game significantly more difficult as you die a few times trying to
figure out what to do.. don't waste your money crap. Gage Weapon Pack #02 \u2605\u2605\u2606\u2606\u2606
NOTE: This DLC is included in both PAYDAY 2: GOTY Edition and Gage Weapon Pack Bundle

The weapons you get were added in the early days of Payday 2 - back then there were no sniper rifles, no grenade launchers,
flamethrower, minigun nor RPG - keep this in mind when scrolling through the more recent reviews - Even though they might
feel pointless, they once had a void to fill. Despite recent changes to the skill tree, added bipods and lifted movement
restrictions. LMGs are still beautiful albeit obsolete.

Weapons: You get three Lightmachine guns with this DLC. They all function the same way; lots of bullets, great
stability, low accuracy at long range and all boast the damage of a weaker assault rifle. What cripples them is the fact
that once you run out of ammo you want to hit an ammo bag, they're not ammo efficient on their own - and with no
spectacular features, there's not much reason is to bring one of these.
I won't state how they work individually since well.. I don't remember, and once you're ingame with your new DLC you
won't either.

Melee weapons, masks, patterns and materials: Purely cosmetic and\/or minor aspects of the game.

Overall: As with many other weapons that have been added throughout the past 3 years, these three LMGs can easily
be skipped. If you're looking for a good LMG there's the KSP58 unlocked for free.
That being said though, they all work, they're all okay, they're just a bit meh.
Grab this DLC in a bundle or on sale. this is game is so unbalanced and unrealistic. You will meet some thieves in a
crowded town, and turned into a battle without a reason or option. the worst part is they(can up to 6 thieves) can kill
you within 10 hits, they even stronger than the boss in the game.. very god game looking foward to number 2. Now you
can role play as every cop that ever died in the Wrong Turn movies
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